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A Message from Nooria Nodrat

Happy New
Year!
We would like to start this new
year by announcing the change
in name of the organization,
our new name is The Afghanistan International Foundation
for the Blind. We are happy
that the organization is now an
international foundation that
will serve blind individuals
world wide. This name change
took place in November of
2016, and the organization
cannot wait to expand its services to help even more blind
individuals in 2017 under this
new name.

First things first! Please accept
my deepest appreciation for the
great support that we have received from each one of you
during the year 2016! A huge
shout out to our Chairperson of
the Board of Directors - Ms.
Veronica Strong - who has
helped the organization these
past three months with her invaluable efforts in promoting the
foundation's mission and vision.

We'd now
like to take
this a step
further. It
is our wish
to tie up
with likeminded
international organizations in
order to
provide services to not just blind
women and children, but to the
entire blind population of
400,000 people in Afghanistan.
As the first step in this direction,
the ABWC has re-invented itself, and we now have a new
name that better communicates
this goal - from several quarters.
Afghanistan International Foundation for the Blind (AIFB) has
been recognized as of November
25, 2016, as an international

charitable foundation under
Section 501(c3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986. The
Afghanistan International Foundation for the Blind, AIFB's mission is that, with collaboration
and partnership of other international organizations, the foundation will offer services for blind
individuals in Afghanistan in
order to improve quality of life
in the areas of education, health,
rehabilitation and community
services. As part of our computer literacy program, we send
much needed blindness related
equipment from the United
States, such as computers, talking dictionary, calculator,
Braille Note, Braille Light Perkin machines, Braille books,
Thermaphone Braille paper,
Tactile Geometric braille paper,
Braille and Speak, Braille Since
U2 etc.
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Our employment services include helping
candi Establishing a blind school in Harot region or in the border of Afghanistan and Pakistan, (Jelal Abad region), Supporting Kabul
Blind high school by establishing prekindergarten classes from age 3 to 6, Providing health services, nutrition guidance, and
sending medical supplies and material for
blind individuals, Providing necessary services
and opportunities for blind veterans in job
seeking, housing, accessibility, families problem solving and Disability rights movements.
We at AIFB are excited to work on two new
projects to teach blind students by provided instruction for use of computers and other equipment related to blindness; via Skype
how to use blind related technologies on the
computer. This will give the students the
chance to learn how to use the tactile systems
in Biology. One of our volunteers - Sherestha
Saini - is willing to teach for 3 months which
will be 12 sessions in April, 2017. The 2nd goal is to have health workshops for blind women in the areas of child care, childbirth, nutrition, and other health issues which will be conducted by one of our volunteers from Sydney, Australia. The workshop will run for 12 sessions beginning in April.
I'm also happy to mention that with the Afghan ambassador Mr.Saikal's assistance, we were able to meet with representatives from
UNICEF's disability department. The meetings were very fruitful and promising. We were introduced to several other international organizations that could be good candidates for partnerships with ours. With the help of Unicef, The Foundation will have the possibility to collaborate with various organizations. International Council for the Education of the Visually Impaired, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), Perkins School for the Blind in Boston, World Blind Union
The Afghanistan International Foundation for the Blind, AIFB also collaborates with the Lighthouse Jewish Guild for the Blind in New York
City. The LHJGB will provides the AIFB Foundation the interns who will trained by AIFB to operate their programs and in return when
interns leave our foundation they will be trained in Non Profit program.
The Afghanistan International foundation for the Blind has been focusing on planning for new fundraising for the Year of 2017. We are also
researching new sponsors to provide financial support for part of the event of 2017. To accomplish all these future goals, the Foundation
needs your unwavering support and tremendous help because without your support, we are not able to pursue our plans that will benefit
blind population in Afghanistan. If you wish to become a part of our supporter, please go to our website, www.aifb.org.
You can choose to become a volunteer with us or click on Paypal and submit your contribution. To learn more about our work, you can
visit our social media links such as: Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. Once again, thank you everyone for your help in the past and I wish
each one of you a Happy New Year 2017.
Sincerely,
Nooria Nodrat
Founder and Executive Director of Afghanistan International Foundation for the Blind (AFIB)
www.aifb.org
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M e s s a g e f r o m Ve r o n i c a S t r o n g
Greetings,
My name is Veronica Strong and I am the
Chairperson of the Board of Directors for
the AIFB. It has been an amazing year
for us. We have forged new relationships (with the United Nations Afghanistan Representative) and with UNICEF.
Through donations from our wonderful
supporters, we have:


Distributed much needed medical
supplies



Purchased and distributed school
supplies for students.



Provide medical assistance for
women (i.e. prescriptions and
MRI's) and much, much more.

As we move forward to 2017,
we hope to continue the great
work we have done in the past
year. With our name change,
we hope to continue to help the
population we have been serving
as well as encompass a broader
range.
I wish everyone a great holiday
and a prosperous new year!
Regards,
Veronica Strong
Chairperson of the Board of
Directors of the Afghanistan
International Foundation for the

Parween Azimi Biography
Ms. Azimi has been a board member of the ABWC Foundation since 2014. She obtained her Master's Degree in
Pedagogy and Language, and has extensive experience in
special and implausibility advisor at the Norwegian Afghanistan Committee. Ms. Azimi is dedicated to supporting the
education section and designs teaching material and conducts training for special and inclusive education teachers in
Afghanistan and for the Afghan community present in Pakistan. Her work includes training field staff in Afghanistan
and in refugee camps; organizing curriculum writing and
teacher training workshops and holding training courses for
hearing and visually impaired adults and for children with
developmental impairments to help them become valuable
members to the Afghan community. As of now Ms. Azimi
conducts training courses on inclusive education at teacher
training colleges.
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LIFE AS A BLIND INDIVIDUAL IN THE UNITED
STATES: BLINDNESS THROUGH THE PERSPECTIVE OF
EMELY RECINOS

My name is Emely Recinos, and I have been a volunteer for
the Afghanistan International Foundation for the Blind since
September of 2016. I was introduced to the organization by
my international relations mentor at the university I currently
attend, NYU, who volunteered with the organization during
the summer of 2016. Prior to volunteering with the
organization, I had not heard of the Afghanistan International
Foundation for the Blind, but once my mentor informed me
about the organization's mission, I was excited when she told
me that should would see if I too could volunteer for the
organization. Working for the organization over the last few
months has been a very informative and satisfying experience.
As someone who is blind herself, and personally understands
the importance of accessibility in education and the need for
proper eye-care, I could not be more happy to be helping
AIFB in helping blind individuals in Afghanistan. From
ordering braille learning equipment, to sending emails to
AIFB members in Afghanistan regarding the needs of the
students, I have learned how significant the work of the AIFB
is in the lives of blind individuals. Since I myself know how
crucial it is to have things like a braille note, braille
textbooks, and screen reading software on computers, I
understand how frustrating it must be to live in a country like
Afghanistan where there are not as many resources for blind
individuals as there are in the United States. However, there
have definitely been instances where I have felt that even here
in the United States there are not as many resources available
for the blind as there should be.
While there are many accommodations and adaptations that
can be made for blind students in schools, and services
provided for blind students who attend regular public schools
in the United States, there are often more blind students than
the amount of people providing services. This becomes an
issue because of the amount of braille that needs to be
produced for a blind student using braille, which can take a
significant amount of time, and that is made worse if one
person is trying to produce braille for a lot of blind students
at once. It would be really great to see more people
interested in providing services and accommodations for blind
students. In terms of accessible transportation, it can be very

hard to find braille labels in places like the subway, and I have
never found braille labels on bus stop poles, so I sometimes
have to rely on people around me to ask what train or bus is
at a certain stop, and it would be much easier if these things
just had braille labels. Therefore, I feel that although there is
a lot I should be grateful for because I am a blind individual in
the United States, there still is a lot that I would like to see
made more accessible for the blind here.

Page
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B l i n d S t u d e n t s at K abu l U n ive r s i t y C h a l l e n g e S t e r e o t y p e s :
www.afghanistan-today.org/en/ar ticles/society/2311/
The professor gave his lecture and the students watched as he strutted from one side of the room to the other.
Only Lina and Lida were not watching the professor, they were listening intently and occasionally staring at the
white board, even though there was nothing written on it. Among the girls, Lina and Lida were unusual as they
didn't wear makeup, jewelry or nail polish. Instead of note taking, they recorded the lecture. Lina and Lida are two
young blind women who study journalism at Kabul University. They graduated from the high school for the blind
last year and then took and passed the entrance exam. Lina, who is twenty years old, aims to work anchoring TV
and radio programs. “I took the entrance exam specifically designed for the blind. I made it to my first choice university,” she said. “My first goal is to become self-sufficient, and serve my family and country. I want to serve people with disabilities and voice their pains.” She knows well that she faces more hurdles than most of her classmates. “Journalism is all about pictures and this is something of a challenge for us,” she said. Lina knows that
journalism is challenging for a blind person, but she is still hopeful. Fourteen years ago, girls and women did not
have the right to education or employment, but, since 2001, girls and women have more access to education and
employment while people with disabilities are also gaining new opportunities. Lina and Lida, who were both born
without sight, are both freshmen at the Journalism School of Balkh University.Like everybody else, they have to
read books and articles assigned by their professor. “We buy books and articles our professors assign. With help
of our family members, we turn them into recordings and listen to them,” Lina said. Lina and Lida’s will take oral
exams rather than the usual exams. Safia Rahim, a professor at the Journalism School of Kabul University, said
that Lina and Lida contribute more than their classmates. “Unlike the rest they they enthusiastically do their studies, since they picked journalism with a mission in mind,” said Ms Rahim, who teaches communication. “Lina and
Lida got better grades than some of their classmates with no disability, since they watching the professor, they
were listening intently and occasionally staring at the white board, even though there was nothing written on it.
Among the girls, Lina and Lida were unusual as they didn't wear makeup, jewelry or nail polish. Instead of note
taking, they recorded the lecture. Lina and Lida are two young blind women who study journalism at Kabul University. They graduated from the high school for the blind last year and then took and passed the entrance exam.
Lina, who is twenty years old, aims to work anchoring TV and radio programs. “I took the entrance exam specifically designed for the blind. I made it to my first choice university,” she said. “My first goal is to become selfsufficient, and serve my family and country. I want to serve people with disabilities and voice their pains.”
She knows well that she faces more hurdles than most of her classmates. “Journalism is all about pictures and
this is something of a challenge for us,” she said. Lina knows that journalism is challenging for a blind person, but
she is still hopeful. Fourteen years ago, girls and women did not have the right to education or employment, but,
since 2001, girls and women have more access to education and employment while people with disabilities are
also gaining new opportunities.
Lina and Lida, who were both born without sight, are both freshmen at the Journalism School of Balkh University.
Like everybody else, they have to read books and articles assigned by their professor. “We buy books and articles
our professors assign. With help of our family members, we turn them into recordings and listen to them,” Lina
said.
Lina and Lida’s will take oral exams rather than the usual exams. Safia Rahim, a professor at the Journalism
School of Kabul University, said that Lina and Lida contribute more than their classmates. “Unlike the rest they
they enthusiastically do their studies, since they picked journalism with a mission in mind,” said Ms Rahim, who
teaches communication. “Lina and Lida got better grades than some of their classmates with no disability, since
they pay full attention to lectures.”
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Commuting to university
Lina and Lida have been friends for several years now. Both live in Khairkhana and say they are able to manage the tenkilometer commute to Kabul University. “We will be able to find our way if we even do not have someone accompanying us. In
school, we studied mobility to find our way,” said Lina.
Their success story is unusual. Blind people face major challenges in accessing education: There is no higher education institution specifically built for the blind. The Ministry of Higher Education has developed a special exam for the blind to allow them to
join higher education institutions.
Safee-ullah Jalalzai, the spokesman for the Ministry of Higher Education, said that so far, no university or school has been built
specifically for the blind in Afghanistan. “The blind who graduate from the high school for the blind can pursue their higher education, but so far, no higher education institution specifically for them has been built,” Mr. Jalalzai said.
Harassment
Blindness can be a social stigma in Afghanistan, a country where people with disabilities are not respected as much as others.
Shah Payrai, a teacve education. She works as a senior expert for education and as the national disaher for seniors at the high
school for the blind in Kabul, said that when they walk on streets, some people and children call them Qari1 and blind.
Shah Payrai lost her sight when she was just six-months old and a rocket hit her home in Kabul, during the Mujahidin rule. “On
my way from home to school and back, children call us Qari and blind, and harass us. It hurt me so much that I stopped going to
school for a while.”
Also, Abdul Rahman, another teacher at the high school for the blind who lost his eyesight to a mine explosion during the Taliban
when he was thirteen-years-old, said that they do not have as many education opportunities. He was playing football at the vicinity of Kabul Airport when the explosion happened. He added, “We do not have enough books, braille, brailler and computers.”
There are no accurate statistics on the number of blind people in Afghanistan, though estimations from the World Health Organisation suggest the condition affects around 400,000 people.
“Blindness is a major problem,” Rafiqullah Qayumi, deputy project manager for Eye Project at the Ministry of Public Health said.
“Statistics from the World Health Organization indicate that two percent of Afghan population is blind. There are four hundred
thousand blind and one point seven million people with vision problems.”

Lina and Lida attend a lecture at Kabul University. (photo: Zafar Shah Rouyee)
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